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Class 2  Blwyddyn Dau 

Miss Tebbey’s class 

 

This Week’s Newsletter 7th November 2019 

This Week:  

In English we had a messy mixtures afternoon where we explored all 

of the different mixtures we could make (sorry if they were messy 

on Monday.. they loved it!). We talked about all of the new mixtures 

we had made and all of the adjectives we could use to describe them. 

We also started reading ‘George’s Marvelous Medicine’. We have been 

making inferences about the characters and writing our own 

ingredients for a ‘magic potion’. 

In Maths we have been learning about capacity and volume. We made 

predictions about which containers held the most liquid and then used 

a measuring jug to see if we were right! We are working on our skills 

to read measuring equipment.  

In Topic we have been predicting what would happen when we mixed 

different materials with water. We worked as groups to write down 

our predictions and, after carrying out the experiments, we wrote 

down what happened.  

Next week: 

In English we will be looking at recipes and seeing if we can follow 

them correctly. 

In Maths we will be continuing to look at capacity and volume by 

measuring different solid foods and liquids. 

In topic we will be looking at the importance of Remembrance Day 

and we will be creating poppy collages. 

School Diary Dates  

4th November – Return to school 

W.B. 11th November – Anti-Bullying 

week 

29th November – School PTA 

Christmas Fayre 

6th December – Christmas tree 

decorating at Ramoth Church 

W.B. Christmas concert week 

Value – Tolerance 

Habit of mind – Thinking about 

thinking 

 

Autumn Term 

Learn Its 

Doubles 

2+2=4 

3+3=6 

4+4=8 

(Continue this to 

20) 

Counting in 2’s, 5’s 

and 10’s to 100 

from any number. 

Homework:  

Class Attendance for 

last week 

98% 

Information: We have had a great first week back and the children have really got stuck into their new topic! We loved reading what the children had been up to over half term, 

continue to make use of the independent writing book as often as possible over the weekend. Homework this week will focus on 2’s, 5’s and 10 times tables and recognizing this as a 

sum and reinforcing basic literacy skills in their writing. We hope you have a lovely weekend, Miss Tebbey and Miss Rees. 

Ongoing each Week 

Outdoor P.E will be on a Thursday 

afternoon (weather permitting) and 

indoor P.E will be on a Monday 

morning. 

 

Reading books to be brought in on 

designated reading day. 

 

Homework given out on Friday and to 

be returned by the following 

Tuesday. 

Talk Homework 

Remembrance day – 

What do they already 

know? Talk to the 

children about the 

importance of 

remembering those that 

have been lost. 

How else could we 

remember them? 

 

 

Muck, Mess and 
Mixtures! 


